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File #: 18-0093

Status:Type: Contract Agenda Ready

In control: City Council

On agenda: 1/22/2018

Title: New Gas Regulator Station - Greenfield and McDowell Roads (District 5)

Over the past few heating seasons the amount of natural gas that can currently be supplied by the
existing natural gas infrastructure has nearly reached its limit. The installation of the proposed
pressure regulator station provides the infrastructure capacity to safely and reliably serve projected
growth in the area.  Additionally, the Energy Resources Department has received multiple inquiries
from potential commercial and industrial developments regarding the availability of natural gas in this
area. The proposed pressure regulator enhances the City’s ability to serve these potential
developments

Staff recommends awarding the contract for this project to the lowest, responsible bidder, Paul R.
Peterson Construction, in the amount of $260,143, and authorize a change order allowance in the
amount of $26,014.30 (10%), for a total award of $286,157.30. This project is funded by 2014
authorized Gas bonds.
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New Gas Regulator Station - Greenfield and McDowell Roads (District 5)

Over the past few heating seasons the amount of natural gas that can currently be supplied by the
existing natural gas infrastructure has nearly reached its limit. The installation of the proposed
pressure regulator station provides the infrastructure capacity to safely and reliably serve projected
growth in the area.  Additionally, the Energy Resources Department has received multiple inquiries
from potential commercial and industrial developments regarding the availability of natural gas in this
area. The proposed pressure regulator enhances the City’s ability to serve these potential
developments

Staff recommends awarding the contract for this project to the lowest, responsible bidder, Paul R.
Peterson Construction, in the amount of $260,143, and authorize a change order allowance in the
amount of $26,014.30 (10%), for a total award of $286,157.30. This project is funded by 2014
authorized Gas bonds.
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